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OVERVIEW OF THE DEVELOPING ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY FOR 

ECOSYSTEM STEWARDSHIP AND LIVELIHOODS IN CARIBBEAN SMALL-

SCALE FISHERIES (STEWARDFISH) PROJECT

 From September 2019 to July 2021, the Caribbean Natural Resources Institute (CANARI) collaborated with the 
Caribbean ICT Research Programme (CIRP), Caribbean Network of Fisherfolk Organisations (CNFO), Caribbean 
Regional Fisheries Mechanism Secretariat (CRFM), Centre for Resource Management and Environmental Studies 
of the University of the West (UWI-CERMES) and the fisheries authorities of Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados, 
Belize, Guyana, Jamaica, Saint Lucia and St. Vincent and the Grenadines to execute the Developing 
Organisational Capacity for Ecosystem Stewardship and Livelihoods in Caribbean Small-Scale Fisheries 
(StewardFish) project.

 The main objective of the StewardFish project was to empower fisherfolk throughout fisheries value-chains to 
engage in resource management, decision -making processes and sustainable livelihoods with strengthened 
institutional support at all levels. 

 StewardFish was implemented by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) Sub-
Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean with funding from the Global Environment Facility (GEF).
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https://canari.org/stewardfish-project


OVERVIEW OF CARIBBEAN SEA INNOVATION FUND (CARSIF) -

MICROGRANTS SCHEME FOR CARIBBEAN FISHERFOLK ORGANISATIONS

 Under the StewardFish project, CANARI implemented a US$24,000 microgrant facility to provide support to 
Caribbean fisherfolk organisations to implement practical ecosystem stewardship pilot projects that would 
enhance their capacity to be ecosystem stewards and contribute to fisheries sustainability. 

 This microgrant facility formed part of CANARI’s Caribbean Sea Innovation Fund (CarSIF). CarSIF supports 
innovation and best practices by civil society and community enterprises to address priority needs and actions in 
the Caribbean on marine and coastal resources governance and management.

 In March 2021, the Belize Fishermen Cooperative Association (BFCA) was awarded a microgrant of US$4,000 from 
this microgrant facility for their project, “Adaptation of Belizean fisherfolks to Sargassum influxes”. The project 
was implemented over a 3-month period from March 25 to June 23, 2021.
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ABOUT THE BELIZE FISHERMEN COOPERATIVE  ASSOCIATION 

 In 1970 the Belize Fishermen Cooperative Association (BFCA) was formed to 
function as an organisation that provides legal, technical, and educational 
services to its membership. The original membership of BFCA included the 
Northern Fishermen Cooperative, National Fishermen Cooperative, Caribena
Fishermen Cooperative, and Placencia Fishermen Cooperative.

 The Association was registered under the Cooperative Act, Chapter 246 of the 
laws of Belize and is regulated by the Cooperative Department. The Association 
presently represents over 2,700 fishers from 13 coastal fishing communities. 

 Some of the BFCA’s achievements include participating in various forums 
concerning fisheries management and marine biodiversity conservation and 
successfully executing several projects geared towards capacity building and 
product diversification. The BFCA has also strengthened its relationship with 
various national and international non-governmental organisations and 
supported the efforts to declare the Belize Barrier Reef Complex as a World 
Heritage Site.   
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ISSUE ADDRESSED BY GRANT
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Sargassum influxes have significantly impacted the coastal and marine 
ecosystems and economies of CARICOM Member States. The hydrogen sulphide 
released by the Sargassum causes oxygen depletion and eutrophication, which 
threaten the health of coral reef and seagrass ecosystems.

According to the Amandala Newspaper Sargassum affected the coast of Belize 
since as far back at 2015. In 2015, a Sargassum mat was spotted at several 
coastal communities such as Caye Caulker Village, Placencia Village, and Hopkins 
Village. Many of the villagers reported that the Sargassum produced a foul smell 
and caused fish kills in San Pedro Island. Realising the negative effects it had on 
the tourism industry, the Government of Belize created a task force to guide in 
addressing the phenomena. Furthermore, several local authorities embarked on 
beach clean-up campaigns to remove the toxic mat. 

Hopkins Village is one of the coastal communities that is affected by Sargassum 
influxes, where the entire beach of the community is covered with the mat. 
Fisherfolk in the community have been affected the most, since the Sargassum 
has caused multiple fish kills and a decreases in catches. This has led to a 
significant reduction of income for fishing households in Hopkins and disruption 
of livelihoods. Some fisherfolk have reported that their boat engines were 
damaged due to the corrosion caused by the Sargassum. 
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PROJECT GOAL AND OBJECTIVES 
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• To strengthen adaptation of the Hopkins community from the impacts of Sargassum 
influxes

Goal

• To train and equip 8 fisherfolk from the Hopkins Fishermen Association in monitoring and 
management methods for Sargassum influxes  

Objectives
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1. FISHERFOLK TRAINED IN SARGASSUM MANAGEMENT AND 

RESPONSE

Twelve fisherfolk participated in a workshop in Hopkins Village to learn 
about monitoring and management methods for Sargassum influxes. The 
participants of the training workshop were members of the Hopkins 
Fishermen Association (HFA) and Dangriga fishers. Mr. Lyndon Rodney of 
the Belize Fisheries Department facilitated the workshop. He provided an 
overview of the Fisheries Department’s national response strategy for 
Sargassum influxes and reviewed the manual procedures on how to 
organise and conduct beach clean-ups for small and moderate sargassum 
influxes.  

Key output: 

▪ 12 fisherfolk trained in organising and conducting beach clean-ups for 
small and moderate Sargassum influxes.
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2. CLEAN-UP OF SARGASSUM IMPACTED BEACH IN HOPKINS 

COMMUNITY

Following the workshop, and as part of the training 
exercise, the BFCA arranged for a practical clean-up 
session of the beach in Hopkins. Equipment and materials 
(e.g., shovels, wheelbarrows, garbage bags etc.) were 
purchased for the clean-up session and will be available 
for use in future Sargassum clean-up exercises in the 
Hopkins community.

In total, 4 fishers participated in the three-day clean-up 
exercise. The clean-up activity covered approximately half 
mile of beach and 150 garbage bags of Sargassum were 
removed.

Key outputs: 

▪ 4 fisherfolk from the Hopkins community trained in 
practical Sargassum clean-up techniques

▪ Equipment and materials procured for use in future 
Sargassum clean-up exercises in the Hopkins 
community
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3. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING ESTABLISHED BETWEEN 

THE BFCA AND HOPKINS FISHERMEN ASSOCIATION 
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One of the key objectives of the project was to establish a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) with the Hopkins Fishermen Association, Hopkins 
Village Council, Belize Fishermen Cooperative Association, National 
Meteorological Service of Belize, Fisheries Department and Caribbean 
Regional Fisheries Mechanism (CRFM) to join efforts for the continued 
management of Sargassum influxes. 

By the end of the project the BFCA was able to sign a formal MOU with the 
Hopkins Fishermen Association (HFA) to collaborate and contribute to the 
adaptation of fishers to Sargassum influxes. The BFCA will continue to make 
efforts to engage the Fisheries Department and others in a MOU agreement.

Key output: 
▪ MOU signed between the BFCA and HFA to collaborate and contribute to 

the adaptation of fishers to Sargassum influxes in Hopkins community.



CHALLENGES 

 Fishers depend on fishing to sustain their livelihoods; therefore, it was difficult to get the fishers to forego
their fishing activities and attend the Sargassum management training workshop. However, the Executive
Director of the BFCA managed to convince some of the fishermen to attend by informing them of the
benefits associated with the project.

 The wire transfer of the microgrant funds took some time to arrive in Belize, which caused some delays in the
procurement of materials and equipment for the practical training exercise.

 It was intended for the training workshop and practical clean-up exercise to be held on the same dates,
however on the dates scheduled for the training workshop there was no Sargassum on the beach in Hopkins.
This meant that the practical training clean-up exercise had to be held on a separate day when there was
Sargassum on the beach. This led to a slight delay in project implementation.
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LESSONS LEARNED AND BEST PRACTICES

▪ One of the lessons learned was during the design phase of the project. Initially, two groups were identified as 
the beneficiaries of the proposed project, with each group having different stewardship project ideas to be 
executed in their community. It was initially thought that both project ideas could be implemented with the 
microgrant funds available. However, after doing more detailed budgeting it was realised that the two project 
ideas could not be funded by the limited microgrant funds. Therefore, the lesson learned was that projects 
should be designed after carefully considering the realistic nature of the project and the availability of funds. In 
addition, it was learned that it is difficult to please all the stakeholders and therefore the project should be 
carefully designed so as not to disappoint and create future barriers with stakeholders. 

 The BFCA is an important organisation in Belize’s fishing industry. However, the Association has limited 
organisational capacity to address many of the issues affecting Belizean fishers. The organisational weaknesses 
are related to limited access to funds to hire a full-time staff to facilitate the daily operation of the Association. 
In addition, the BFCA has limited organisational capacity in developing project proposals to seek grant funding. 
During the implementation of the project, it was accepted that the BFCA needs to strengthen its organisational 
capacity to adequately implement projects.  
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For more information please contact: 

Melanie Andrews-Bacchus  

Technical Officer, CANARI 

Tel: 868-638-6062 

Email: melanie@canari.org

Visit the project webpage: 

https://canari.org/stewardfish-project
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